ESP, the industry’s most trusted emissions equipment provider, is offering an exclusive deal for California Smog Check Stations on our BAR-certified* Data Acquisition Device (DAD).

ESP is the only company offering new OBD Inspection Systems, complete with a BAR-certified DAD unit, with a no-obligation rental agreement.

Starting in 2014, BAR-certified units such as the ESP DAD will be the new OBD testing solution for all California Smog Check Stations.

ESP has new OBD Systems available in multiple stand-alone configurations. We also offer the DAD unit as optional equipment in the new System1® Gen3 analyzer. The best part is, whichever DAD option is right for you, we don’t want you to buy anything. ESP is offering all OBD System equipment with a no-obligation rental agreement which includes delivery, installation and service warranty.

Why purchase all the required pieces yourself and assume all the risk when you can rent everything you need from ESP? Renting a new OBD Inspection System (complete with DAD) is the most cost-effective way to equip your station for the future.

**When you rent DAD you get:**

- All required equipment: monitor, bar code reader, PC, DAD unit and printer.
- Multiple configurations to suit your needs: benchtop, wall-mount, cabinet, or integrated with the new System1 Gen3 analyzer.
- Parts and labor service coverage.
- Free annual update required by BAR.
- Equipment designed to capture expanded OBD data points as future requirements may change.
- Durable equipment for garage shop environments.
- Wireless capability (optional).
- Complete peace of mind.

**Service Second to None**

We’re always just a phone call or click away. ESP provides complete solutions so that you can have complete peace of mind.
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ESP OBD Inspection System Standard Features

Available in benchtop, wall-mount, cabinet or integrated with the ESP System1 Gen3.

- Wired/Wireless DAD unit complete with:
  - Connection Status Indicator
  - Vehicle or battery power
  - User-friendly LEDs allow technicians to quickly determine device and vehicle status
  - Self-test capability to ensure device and cable integrity
  - Guarantee to be BAR-certified
- Bar code scanner
  - Shop-grade 25’ wired cable or wireless option
- Personal computer
  - Windows 7 operating system
  - Custom operator interface
- 19.5” LCD backlight display
- Full-size keyboard, environmentally sealed
- Mouse
- Laser printer